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To keep abreast with the demand of the society and the emerging trends, senior high school students must be armed with an imperative and non-traditional skills to ensure viability of the acquired learnings in preparation for future work and career.

And Due to the rapid advancement brought about by modernization, adeptness in acquiring new skills will be a must for survival. Whatever career path chosen by senior high schools; these skills are vital for the students of the future workforce. Rudimentary aptitudes include:

Creativity and Entrepreneurship goes together. Creativity is crucial for the students or future entrepreneurs as pillars of differentiated ideas. It offers multiple perspective and resolutions driven by ingenuity. A unique character that flickers advancement.

Innovation is a strong reagent of growth. Thinking out of the box is a critical component of innovation that capacitated students to solve problems and finds solutions. A psyche state of the art putting forward the expression of new and readiness.

Failing forward means learning to have smart failures. At times students feel that failure in test results seems final, but the truth is they are capable of discerning their own destiny. They should never give up and have to keep moving forward. One best features of being resilient specially in plight times.

Drive keeps entrepreneurs motivated pushing them to achieve desired results. Even in a difficult challenge, students initiative can be a forceful strength turning risk into
an opportunity. Likewise, outperforming learners’ adversities. A motive that compel one’s feeling of moving forward.

Communication is indeed significant in dealing and working in a team. Sharing, feedbacking, mentoring and coaching can be reached successfully through good communication. This is a good strategy to break silence without irregularities.

Empathy is indispensable if building a strong networking within thereby creating a sound and good relationships with other members. Having perceived what others feel is an affinity of strong connection.

These attributes are indicative of dexterity and propensity being a virtuous student leading to an entrepreneurial skill needed not only by entrepreneurs but as an individual. Acumen of entrepreneurship allows the students to fully develop their minds to appreciate professional traits thus preparing them today for their careers of tomorrow. Indeed, having these features bestow good conduct in attaining one’s aims.
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